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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
~his study will examine and explore the psychoso~ 
cial factors in family life and their relationship to the 
• 
employment of a schizophrenic patient. The sample of twenty 
schizophrenic patients consists of a group of ten employed 
and a group of ten unemployed patients and makes possible a. 
comparison of patient and tamily similarities and differences 
in these two groups. 
Employment·is a particularly important problem for 
many schizophrenic patients. ~he disease process manttests 
itself through extreme regression and w~thdrawal from reality 
and "the schizophrenic's ego breaks down.~~ Such a break-
. down would have serious implications fo~ a person's inter-
personal relationships as well as his ability to maint~in 
productive employment, since he is not ~ully able to dis-
tinguish between himself and objects outside of himsel~. 
Both personal relationships and constructive activity become 
important ways for the patient to begin to test himself with 
reality. The impact of the family cannot realistically be 
ignored in this readjustment process. 
lotto Fenichel, The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis, 
p. 415. 
1 
.· 
The study was carried on at the Mental Hygiene 
Clinic of the Providence Regional Of~ice Outpatient Olin~ 
at 331 Hope Street in Providence, Rhode Island. ~he setting 
provided a large number or schizophrenic patients and made 
pos·sible an adequate sample selection. The philosophy behind 
. the Mental Hygiene Clinic movement in the Veterans Adminis-
tration is to treat on an outpatient basis patients with 
emotional ~istn~banees, since this form of treatment is felt 
to be adequate for many such conditions. In the pr.actice 
of this service in the Providence Clinic, it was found that 
emphasis was placed on the effect of family on the patient•s 
adjustment.·. It·~as, therefore, possible to find considerab~e 
information· about the attitudes of families as well as in-
formation ~bout the patient himself. 
The study was begun by considering all of the 
schizophrenic patients who were actively in treatment at the 
clinic during the period of this study. Some were eliminated 
because a social caseworker was not involve~ in the case 
and family information could be limited. F.rom the smaller 
group, ten employed patients were selected and subsequently 
ma~ched with ten unemployed patients from the same group. 
A 1schedule was devised to produce information about the 
patient's background, the patient's responsibility, family 
attitudes, and familY interaction. The method of data 
2 
.collection was a combination of ease study and interviews 
with the social caseworker involved in each situation. 
The ~lysis of_ the material was accompliShed by means of 
20 rating.scales which facilitated systematic consideration 
ot the numerous items considered. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
THE SCHIZOPHRENIC'S WORK AND FAMILY 
Mean.1ng of Wo~ 
Work has important meaning to people. Histori-
cally; cultural and religious influences have contribute~ to 
the shaping of the individual's attitudes about the value 
and necessity tor work. In a practical sense, work becomes 
a necessity tor most men and a great deal of time and energy 
go into the perf~rmance and accomplishment of a particular 
job. The ability of the individual to become gainfully 
employed represents an accomplishment of an almos·t universal 
adult task. Many writers discuss the difficulties that 
people sometimes have in their attempts to find a suitable 
. " 
occupation.l In our complex society, the great amount of 
emphasis on proper vocational guidance and proper work choice 
is an attempt to solwe this problem as well as a testimonial 
to the personal meaning of work. 
Some writers have considered that, "all work has 
to be more or l~ss directly a sublimation, that is, a refine-
ment of the in~erests which the child of necessity finds in 
relation to his own body and its functi~n.2 Ives Hendrick 
1o. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. a. Pearson, 
Emotional Problems of Living, PP• 379-381. 
2Ibid •• 'P. 58. 
4 
points out that: 
The work principle has been formulated as the need ot 
human beings for the pleasure affor~ed by ef~ective 
integration of the neuromuscular and intellectual 
functions. It has been emphasized that ~lthou!h.gen­
erally experienced together with libidinal pleasure, 
work pleasure is not primarily, displaced or subli-
mated sensual pleasure.3 
Although the emphasis in these two opinions is different, 
both do indicate that some level of sophistication and orcan-
ization is necessary in the performance of a Job. 
In a. study of employed men, Morse and W~iss found 
"that for most men working does not simply function as a 
m~ans of earning a livelihoodn.4 This study further Showed 
that most men preferred gainful employment even 1t they 
could be financially independent. ~here were some class 
differences that effected a person's perception of work, but 
generally it seemed that 1 tbrough the producin! role most men 
.tie into society, and for this reason and others, most men 
fi~d the producing role important for maintaining thei~ 
sense of well bein,.R5 
3Ives Hendrick, "Work and the Pleasure Principle", 
~ ~szehoana~ytic ga~rterly, vol. XII (1943), pp. 327-328. 
4Nancy 0. Morse and Robert s. Weiss, "The FUnction 
and Meaning of Work," American SociologicaJ: RR.view, vol. 20 
(April., 1955), p. 198. 
5 Ibid., p. 198. 
-
5 
Schizophrenia and Work 
Since 11 work is one of the most vital aspects of life in 
our society 11 .1 6 it is significant to consiider the schizophren• 
ic 1s employment patterns and possible causes fer deviations 
from usual wo~k patterns. The schizophrenic condition is: 
characterized by the disorderliness of feeling and 
thinking, by a disturbance in the harmonious coopera-
tion and coordination of the various elements and as-
pects of the personality and by the consequent disturb-
ance of the patie9t's personal relations with his .so-
cial environment. 
Such disturbances would make it difficult for the patient to 
maintain himself in a job, since work does require a tair~y 
high level of adequate self utilization and conformity with 
th.e env:tlronment. A similar consideration emphasizes that work 
requires a pe~sonality that can postpone gratification. It is 
felt that a psychotic 1 s withdrawal .from reality involves 11prin 
c~pally the rejection of such work and worklike norms or some 
failure in the internalization of such norms.H8 
It is quite possible, therefore, that in the severe 
and active stages of schizophrenia, it would b~ unlikely 
that the patient would be employed and, in fact, may even 
require hospitalization. However, as the patient begins 
to recover and begins a period of remissi~n, work becomes 
one significant means of rehabilitation. It is through a job· 
~ram", 
6David Landy and Harry &plet, 11 'l'he Hospital Work Pro-
Rehabilitation of the Mentally Ill, (1959) p. 71. 
-- - _._..,. ----~Art~ur P. Noyes, Modern Clinica~ Psxchiatrz, p. 429. 
Laf!d_l, EE• ,21 t., p. 71. 
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that the patient can meet many practical needs as well as 
increase hie self esteem. 9 Vocational rehabilitation in the 
hospital and post hospital period are considered essential 
for the schizophrenic patient. 10 This is so since schizo-
phrenra usually oceurs at· an age when people are completing 
training tor work or are just starting to work. Therefore, 
the work experience of the schizophrenic patient can be very 
limited. Even if the disease occurs in the late twenties or 
II 
early thirties, the emotional problems leading to the break-
down do go back to the late teen-age period. These emotional 
problems could have consistently affected work adjustment 
11 
and the development of adequate work skills. For some 
patients the problem then becomes one of learning adequate 
job skills and tor others reacquiring some old patterns ot 
performance. In either case, the readjustment to work is 
difficult, bu~ the ability to become employed provides a 
va1uable and crucial experience in reality. 
The casework approach to the schizophr~nic patient 
9Thomas A. c. Rennie, et al., Vocational .Rehabilita-
.1!2.!! ,2! Psychiatric Patie~t·s, p. 10. 
l~arjorie P .. Linder. and David Landy, 11Post Discharge 
Experience and Vocational Rehabilitation Needs of Psychiatric 
ratients", Mental Hygiene {Jan.,. 1958), p. 43. 
' 1~See, Rennie, et al.,<£E· ~., 52. 
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is nseen as a gradual building in of the patient's ego 11 • 1~ 
The caseworker will be a representative of the reality world 
and through the relationship, greater ties with the outside 
world are achieved. C~sework help with employment becomes 
important in this process as well as a goal in itself. The 
worker's discussion of work and the en~ouragement given to 
the possibility of employment will be valuable to the 
patient and help relieve anxiety about approaching job oppor-
tunities. Casework practice has a significant concern in 
' 
the employment adjustment of the schizophrenic patient. In 
theory and practice, employment becomes a goal wherever pos• 
sible. Heyman suggests that the caseworker can actually 
simulate an _:empll.oyment interview and help the patient in 
th1s way acquire the necessary confidence and social grace 
that may be necessary. 13 
This study was initiated because of the exceedingly 
important ~ftects of employment on people in general and 
because of its particular me~ing fpr the schizophrenic 
patient. The study does examine the patient's attitudes 
toward work as well as some personal factors that can affect 
employment. Such exploration of the employment skills, 
12Margaret M. Heyman, 11 Some Methods In Direct Case-
work Treatment of the Schizophrenic", Journal of Psychiatric 
Social ~~ vol. XIX (Summer, 1949), p. 18. -
13Ibid., p. 22. 
-
8 
education, and the patient's ability to take responsibi1ity 
was felt to be necessary before th~ consideration of f~ily 
attitudes could be meaningfUl. 
The Familz 1 s Influence on the Patient and H~s EmElozment 
"~he cause of schizophrenia is still obscure 1114 
and there are many theories that have been extended to ex-
plain its occurrence. Many investigators have speculated 
about the implications of heredity, physiological pathology, 
endocrine imbalance, and adverse ~amily and life situations. 
As Henderson and Gillespie point out, the solution does not 
seem to lie conc~usively in any one approach. 15 The view of 
Adolf Meye·:r is 11 that schizophrenia is the outcome of pro-
gressive maladaptations of the individual to his environ-
ment8.1e; He places. emphasis on the indivi9-ual. react.ions and 
recognizes that certain constitut~onal factors may belp pre-
dispose a person to schizophrenia. There is considerable 
literature about the causation of schizophrenia and the sub-
ject is approached ~rom many perspec~ives. Murray Bowen 
indicates that the study of schizophrenia is analagdus to six 
blind men who attempt to describe an elephant by their own 
14D. K. Henderson and R. D. Gillespie, ~ -~-e~xMt_-.B.o-ok• 
£! Psych~atrz, p. 289. 
l5Ibid., pp. 289-292. 
16Quoted in Henderson and Gillespie, ~., p. 292. 
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limi'ted observations. Each perceives the elephant different-
1~ depending on that part of the e1ephant that he has been 
able to touch. 17 
Etiologt of· schizophrenia is not a concern of this 
study. However, it is the writer's feeling that the consid-
eration of family and environmental influences as a signif-
icant· factor in caus~tion by some inv~stigators gives greater 
credibility to the importance of continuing family aot~vity 
and family attitudes on the schizophrenic patient. In a 
casework approach ta people, the family attitudes, behavior, 
and fee~ings directed toward an individual are consi~ered 
the first and most important environmental experience that 
he may encounter. The family will have an unusual impact on 
. 
the emotional development of an individual. I~ene aosselyn 
stresses the importance of the environment and makes a rela-
tionship with the constitutional factors that may be inherent 
in the individual. 
Thus, a constitutionally sensitive child may ulti-
mately· become one of many types depending upon th~ 
particular environmental expf§iences that pla~ upon 
the sensitivity during 1ife. 
Lidz is more specific in her approach to environment and sig-
nals out the family as an extremely important f~~tor in 
17non D. Uackson (e~it9r), ~ Etiologz £!.Schizo-
phrenia, P• 34,7. 
18rrene ~osselyn, Psychosoci~l Development o~ 
Children..z:. p. 15. · -
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personality development. 
The early family environment is commonly accepted as 
a critiQal force in the personality development of 
both normal and abno~mal. Numerous other factors, 
some of which may be of Shattering intensity, may 
disturb the process of personality development. but 
tew can be as·long lasting and as pervasive as the 
intra-familial relatienships. Here the basic atti-
tudes toward inter-personal relationShips are estab-
lished; the formation of the projective syst.ems by19 
which the indiVidual perceives the world is begun. 
The quality and ~eaning· of the patient's infantile family 
. 
experiences are certainly more important, but it is felt 
that the present family can exact a very significant impact 
on the schizophrenic patien~ more so than would b~ expected 
with the better ad~usted, better integrated personality. 
It has been pointed out earlier that schizophrenia promotes 
regressive behavior and ego failure. More primitive ex-
pressions and dependency on family will not be unusual. 
The extent of the primitive expression is observed in the 
extremely limited level of interaction with other individuals. 
As'1 Kohn and Clausen point out, 0 soeial isolation is to be 
viewed as a sign that the individual's interpersonal diffi-
culties h~ve become so great that he is no longer capable of 
fu~ctioning in interpersonal relationShips."20 This in many 
19Ruth w. Lid.z, et al., 0 The Family Environment of 
the Schizophrenic Patient", American lournal of Psychiatrz, 
Vol. 106 (November, 1949), p. 332. --
20Melvin L. Kohn.and John A. Clausen, 11 Social Isola-
tion and SchizGphrenia8 , American Sociolosical Review, Vol. 
20 (gune, 1955), p. 273. 
ll 
.cases can represent a fairly complete withdrawal as evidenced 
by some patients• impassive and unresponsive behavior. f.he 
way back from such withdrawal is most often accomplished 
through the intervention of others and in casework, "con-
structive change • • • is brought about in the medium of the 
warm, supportive relationshipu. 21 It becomes the hope that 
such interchange will bring about more socialization and the 
substitution of real sat~sfactions for fantasies. 22 As the 
pat·ient is beginning to relearn ways to cope with his environ 
ment, the family too can play an essential part in this pro-
cess. Freeman and Simmons point out that: 
The additional analysis supports the basic proposi-
tion underlying the survey, namely, that differences 
in family structure and attitudes, personality, and 
behavior of family members are associated with the 
J.eve~ of performance of mental2Ratients who succeed in remaining in the community. . 
Friend and Haggard in a study of a non-psychotic 
group of peopl.e coming for job counselling found that early 
childhood experiences as well as current family situations 
were carried over to the job. ~so, those people who found 
satisfaction in their current families were abl.e to handle 
21Heyman, . .2E .ill•, p. 19. 
22Ibid., p. 18. 
-
23H. E. Freeman and o. G. Simmons, "Mental Patients i 
the Community, Family Settings and Performance Levels", · 
American Sociological Review, (April, 1958), P• 154. 
12 
some significant difficulties in regard to employmen1. 24 
. I 
Ren~ie describes a similar situation tor the psychiaJric 
patient, since he teels that the "psychiatric patienj's 
family difficulties are probably the most frequent cause of 
wori maladjustment. 1126 He further points out that a thera-
peutic goal of employment cannot effectively be acco~plished 
without a consideration of other important areas in ~he 
patient's life. This kind of challenge is (i>ne that tocial 
work does meet consistently since a fundamental apprpach is 
to 'consider the individual in relation to his immedfte social 
environment as well as to the broader cultural grou~. An 
u·nderst~nding of the family and its impact on the p1tient can 
suggest a therapeutic approach that could be more e1fective 
and profitable. 
It is felt that the historical and presen~~da~ con-
ce~n about the family's influence on the psychiatrie patient's 
adjustment and employment does establiSh a preceden~ for 
f'Urther exploration in this area. The attitudes of the family 
t·oward the patient and toward the patient's present or poten-
tial work, as well as the family's total interactiop and the 
family's interaction with the patient, are felt tope obvious 
and important ways to measure this family influence. 
24aeannette G. Friend and Ernest A. Haggard, Work 
!dJustment ~ Relation To Family Background, p. 13~. 
25 . Rennie, et al., 22• cit., p. 62 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Purpese 
The purpose of this study will be to explo~e the 
family situations of twenty schizophrenic patients ~n order 
to determine what family attitudes contribute t~ gaJnful em-
ployment. There are a significant number of veterads with 
I 
a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Many of these veterans receive 
a continuous compensation for their disability and lome re-
r I 
quire a heavy investment of time and effort on the fart of 
medical and social work staff. Because of the extr~mely dis-
abling aspects of this condition, the process of reldjustment 
to previous patterns of work and community life arelhighly 
variable and in some cases minimal. T.he level of a juetment 
attained by one schizophrenic may not be possible ~or another, 
sinee many individual differences do exist. It is felt that 
the schizophrenic patient's family is one importan1 variable 
that could complement or detract from a therapeutic goal of 
employment. 
Setti~ 
The Mental Hygiene Clinic of the Providel~ce Regional 
Otfice was esjecially p~oductive of the necessary material 
to make the study possible. ~he intent of this ~t~dy is in 
14 
some ways comparable to the fintent and function of tte Mental 
Hyg+ene movement within the Veterans Administration ~ystem. 
I The' broad purpose of the Veterans Administration 
is to assist the veteran make a readjustment to oiv1iian life. 
Within this framework, the establishment ot the outJ:I tient 
Mental Hygiene C~inie places particular emphasis on the emo-
tionally distu~bed veteran who may not need hospita izatian. 
I 
The purpose, function, and operation ot these clinics is as 
follows: 
Mental Hygiene Clinics will be established in regional 
I offices when the Deputy Administrator having juris-
' diction determines that such clinics are necessary 
and can be properly staffed within the approved per• 
sonn.el ceiling .. 
Fu~ose and Responsibilitz ••• The.need for tr~atment 
or~lie large number of veterans discharged from serv-
ice with mental and nervous ·illnesses is eviden • Ex-
perience in civilian practice before'the war i~aioates 
that the majority of these cases can be treate~ effec-
tively in a clinic without hospitalization. ~e Mental 
Hygiene Clinic wi~l render th~ treatment on a~ out-
patient status and will be responsible for con~ucting 
the entire outpatient treatment program in the selected 
regional offiCe$. . This program will serve to lleviate 
a minor neuropsychiatric 1a1ness, prevent the evelop-
ment of a more serious illness, and consequently re-
duce the number of veterans requiring hospitalization • 
. · I 
Function of the Mental gygiene.Clinic ••• tre,t.the 
veteran suffering from a service-connected neuro-
psychiatric illness not requiring hospitalization. · 
The veteran may present himse·lf' or be referred/ by 
another component of the Veterans Administratipn, a 
public or private agency, or an organization i~ the 
community.J. 
lMental Hlgiene Clinic of the· Veterans Administration~ 
Veterans Administration Circular 159, Duly 1946. 
15 
With the passage of time, there has been greater 
olarificatian of the type of treatment to be administered. 
Individual psychotherapy is considered the principal form 
of treatment, but provision ~made for group psychotherapy 
and "all other modalities of modern psychiatric treatment 
whi'ch have general medical acceptance will be made available 
to ·the extent that 1ocal conditions permit. 12 Provision for 
highly individual consideration of every patie.nt is guaran-
teed so that the needs of the patient are- adequate~y met and 
always uppermost. It is, therefore, conceivable that the 
therapist may become involved with a wide range of problema. 
In spite of the possible diversity of problems, unemployment 
of the emotionally disturbed patient including the schizo~ 
phrenic patient is a Tery common problem at the clinic. -The 
w~iter does not intend to imply that gainful employment is a 
reasonable therapeut~c goal in all o~ these situations, but 
that this kind of determination would be made through con~ 
si·deration of many diverse factors. Not anly is the patient's 
individual weaknesses and strengths considered, but those of 
the family and environment are looked at in order to be util-
ized or altered for the common good o.f the patient and his 
family. 
2professional Services, Veterans Administration, 
Part 10, November 4, 1955. 
16 
~he Mental Hygiene Clinic., Veterans Administration, 
Proyidence, Bhode Island, was establiShed on October 14, 1946, 
and utilizes a multi-discipline approach as·there are psych~­
atrists, psychologists, and caseworkers on the staff. In 
October, 1960, a further·extension ·of outpatient Mental Hy-
giene Clinic Services has resulted in the establianment of' 
the Day Treatment Center. The purpose of this program is to 
provide occupational theraPY . ., recreational therapy, and group 
psychotherapy on an outpatient basis. In theory and practice, 
the approach i.s to rehabilitat~ those patients capabie ·of 
WOfk. T.he focus of the program is not exclusively on work • 
rehabilitation, but other goals such as improved socializa-
tion and maintenance by means of supportive treatment are ' 
al.so important. 
However, ~his new addition seems to be a reaffirma-
tion of the eoncern that such significant numbers of patients 
are unemployed and lack constructive activity,. The practical 
approach has been to invo~ve all families as well as the· 
patient in the application and ongoing treat~ent p~ocesses. 
·The setting provided a large number of schiz~phren­
ic patients as well as considerable information about.the 
attitudes of families. Although the purposes of the clinic 
are varied and complex and functionally extending treatment 
and help to the,patient .on many levels, it is felt that the 
1'1 
clinic is concerned with employment of the schizophrenic 
patient and the family's relationBhip to the patient is con-
sidered essential to the accompliShment of a therapeutic and 
practical gQal of employment. 
Sample Selectio~ 
~he sample in this study is made up of twenty male 
schizophrenic patients who were actively in treatment during 
the three-month period of the sample collecti'on which began 
in the latter part of November, 1961, and went to the end 
of ianuary, 1962. According to the agency statisticB of 
this period, there were ~86 active cases of a neuropsyohiatri 
nature ot which 153 carried a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 
Although a psychiatrist is assigned to every case in the 
clinic in order to provide tor medical responsibility, it 
was found that only 87 of the 153 schizophrenic patients also 
had a social worker. Since the writer was interested in 
information about families and this is more usually in the 
province of the social worker and the social casework reoordl 
it was necessary to restrict the selection of the sample to 
this 58 per cent of the agency's schizophrenic population~ 
Gt this group, it was found that only 18 out of 87 or 21 per 
cent were presently employed. The writer wished to consider 
two equal groups of employed and unemployed patients, and1 
therefore, the selection of the sample was begun with the 
presently employed schizophrenic patients since they were 
18. 
substantially tewer. The criteria tor selecting the final ten 
employed patients was based on the desire to obtain those pa-
tie~ts who were better known to the clinic and those who had 
no severe physical problems in addition to schizophrenia. The 
rationale for this decision was based on practical considera-
tions. It was telt that considerable information about the 
fam~ly and patient wou~d have to be known in order to get the 
data required by the schedule. In cases of severe physical 
problems, it was felt that implicatio~s of such organic damage 
could place an additional dimension on the personality and 
emo~ional situation of the patient. As an example of this,the 
writer is familiar with a schizophrenic patient who has a se-
vere and crippling rheumatoid arthritis condition of the spine 
. 
This coDdition has caused disfigurement in the form of extreme 
hunching and has some implications to the patient's withdrawal 
tendencies. Divorced patients were eliminated, since it was 
felt that this already demonstrated an unhealthy family situa-
tion that has been dissolved and, very likely, ceases to have 
a positive or, perhaps, even a negative influence on the pat~t 
The selection of the ten unemployed patients was done by 
a matching process. Applying the above discussed criteria to 
the unemployed group, the writer then matched the patients on 
the basis of marital status, age, and percent of disability. 
The marital status was the same for both groups and the. ages 
we~e less than the five-year differential allowed. It was not 
possible to match the two groups exactly on the basis of per 
cent of disability. However, the most extreme case was an 
19 
I 
employed patient with 50 per cent disability and he was 
matched with an unemployed patient with a 100 per cent dis-
ability. The rest o~ the sample fell in the 100 per cent or 
70 per cent disability groups. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
A schedule that is included in the appendix was 
app::Lied to each case. The data was"'obtained by case study. 
The writer had the opportunity to uti1ize the clinic folder, 
treatment record, and the claims folder. It was not neces-
sary to use all three resources of in~ormation for every 
case that was considered. However, the availability of all 
,. 
J 
these records made possible the checking of doubtfu~ infor-
mation as well as obtaining fairly complete information. 
In addition to the case study, the writer had the opportunity 
. 
to discuss each case extensively with the caseworkers in-
volved. A great deal or information was made available 
through this method. ~is process was especially valuable 
for not only answering questions on the schedule, but, also, 
providing considerable discussion and information that helpeq 
the writer gain a fairly complete knowledge of each case. 
This method was, also, helpfUl in providing some specific 
case examples that were used in the study. 
After the data was collected for each patient, 
the information for the total group was examined in relation 
to each question. Rating scales were frequently utilized and 
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appear in Chapter IV. Some of the ratings are self-evident 
and need no clarification. The rest will be clarified in 
this section. 
In Tables 4, 12, 14, and 20 the use is made of 
such terms as 11 satis:raction11 , 11 dissatisfaetion11 , 11 optimistic 11 1 
and "pessimistic". These terms are used to describe the most 
persistent attitude 1;hat the patient or his family have 
demonstrated in relation to the particular issue being con-
sidered. As an example, some families show 11 satisfaction° 
by stating that the patient is doing an adequate job of tak-
ing responsibility for his particular duties and jobs. 
They have not reported ways in which the patient· coul~ be 
more useful. Other families demonstrate 11dissatisfaction 11 
by stating that the patient could do more in the way of chi1d 
care, household duties, or other chores. In the group of 
0 dissatisfied 11 famil.ies, there are some who seriously believe 
that the patient will be able to do more eventually and some 
who do not like the situation, but feeL that the patient 
cannot change based on their long, unfavorable experience 
with him. 11.Qptimistic 11 and 11pessimistie 11 have been used in 
relation to the family's.attitudes concerning change in the 
patient's symptoms. Those. families in the "optimistic" group 
are ones who generally express the belief that the patient 
will and can improve. Those families in the "pessimistic •• 
group are ones who generally express the feeling t~at the 
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pat~ent has been the way he is for a long time and they have 
1ittle expectation or hope tor any unusual changes. 
fable 5 describes the employment skills of these 
patients. lltJnskill..ed jobs 11 are characterized by simple 
factory and mill work, odd jobs~ labor work in the construc-
tio,n fields, and maintenance work. "Semi-skilled jobs 11 ar~ 
characterized by such positions as gas station attendant, 
tile setter, house painter, and apprentice in various trades. 
"Skilled jobs11 are the following: engraver, laboratory 
technician, and machinists. The single situation of a 
11 white collar11 worker is a clerical employee involved in 
bookkeeping. 
Table 6 describes the unemployed patients' desire 
for work. Most of the categories are self-evident. However, 
"good effort to find work 11 means that the patient has regis-
tered for work, keeps alert to job situations, and follows 
through in approaching concerns. "Minimal effort to find 
work'1 means that the patient has registered at the ~apartment 
of Employmen.t Security and does little else. 11 Talks about 
work" describes a patient who verbalizes a desire for· work, 
but ~ollows through with no activity. 
11Responsibility for Specific Chores" in Table 7 
shows those patients who do and do not do chores in the home. 
Those patients who are involved in the performance of various 
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chores are divided into three groups. The placement of a 
patient in categories of 11 often 11 , 11 occasionally 11 , and "rarely" 
was dependent on the number, nature, and frequency of tasks 
carried out. Those patients who were involved regularly and 
consistently in performing several tasks in the course of a 
week were placed in the category of 11 often °'. The patient 
in the category of 11 occasional.,ly 11 is a patient who may have 
one or more tasks, but is inconsistent in his performance. 
The patient in the 11rarely 8 group may have a task that would 
not require frequent performance. 
Table 8 describes the extent ot the patient's in-
volvement in the management of his own and family finances. 
11 ~akes full responsibility" means that the patient is in~ 
volved in full contr0l of his money and decides how to use ~t. 
For.the married patient,·this will include al1 family income 
and more, usually, personal income tor the single patient. 
11 Gives family bulk of money, and manages personal money" 
describes the patient who gives his family most of his com-
pensation and/or income ~d has no further interest in the 
usage of this portion of the money. Personal money is meant 
to designate a smaller amount that he uses his own judgment 
: in handling some personal needs such as cigarettes, car 
tare, l.unches, etc. "No financial responsibility 11 designates 
a group who have little control on how any family or personal 
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income will be spent. These patients are given a specific 
amount for any needs that they may incur. "Financially 
incompetent 11 is a legal condition that prohibits the patient 
from exercising too extensive a control over his money. 
Table 9 describes the medication consumption of 
these patients. "Medicatian not prescribed11 means that the 
. 
doctor at the clinic does not give the patient medicine. 
c 
11Patient ta.kes medication regularly" describes those patients 
who get medication regularly from the clinic and who have 
never demonstrated any great amount of irregularity 1n its 
use. IIPatient takes medication irregularly" are those 
patients who obtain medication from the clinic, but who are 
consistently irregular in its usage and this irregularity· 
has been a problem in treatment. 
Table 17 is concerned with the patient 1 s involve-
ment in the usual social activities or the families. The 
type of activities that the whole fa~ily engages in was con-
sidered and itemized. lf the_patient involved himself regu-
larly in these activities, it was then considered that he 
shared equally. If the patient remained outside of the fam-
ily group in terms of these activities~ it was concluded 
that he did not Share equally. 
' 
"Problem Solving11 in fable 18 was used to designate 
such problems as finances, illness in the family, or any 
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c~ises. Those who were considered able in this area demon-
strated that they could utilize resources of the family ib 
arriving at a s0lution. Those who did not manage easily. were 
divided into three groups. "Use others" means that these 
families had to consistently depend on outside resources ~or 
so~utions of crises. uMany pro~J.ems 11 designates a g~oup that 
m~y have continual financial or 0ther problems that are not 
given the appropr.iate attention or even recognition .• , 
11Poor planning11 means that the f'amiJ.y may attempt a solution.,. 
.but this is less than satis~actory. 
"Patient involvement in Major Decisions" (~able 19) 
is divided into two groups: those who are involved and those 
who are not. In some cases., it was clear that there was no 
involvement and this needed no further c~arification.. Those 
who showed "some involvement" could be Jrurther subdivided. 
Some showed 11 good11 involvement since they regularly.took part 
in these major decisions. The 11 f'air 11 group were sometimes 
involved and at other times not involved in these decisions. 
However, the balance seemed to be slightly tn favor of in-
volvement. The 11 poor• group were involved infrequently and 
this was a more conspicuous situation rather than a regular 
I 
·occurrence. 
It must be remembered that in some cases the de-
cisions were made on the basis of opinions and, therefore# 
there are limitations due to differences in attitudes. 
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C:ijAPOC'ER IV 
ANALYSIS 
Back~ound Information 
The twenty cases used in this study are all male 
patients with a service-conneoted1 diagnosis of schizophrenia. 
Nineteen Qf these patients are white and one patient is 
Negro. In all cases these patients were actively in treatmen 
during the period of this study. Since age and marital 
statue were used as a basis of matching the two groups at 
employed and unemployed patients, there are no important dif-
ferences in this respect. The distribution by age and marita 
status is shown in Table 1. 
TABLE l 
AGE AND MARI·~AL STATUS 
Age Employed Patients Vnemployed Patients 
Married Single Married Single 
29-32 0 l 1 1 
33-36 l 1 2 0 
37-40 3 1 2 l. 
41-44 3 2 l 
-
- -
Total 7 3 '7: 3 
1Indueed or pre~ipitated by active military service. 
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4ge and Marital Status. ~he majority of these veterans seem 
to ~all in the middle thirties and ear~y forties. T.he ages 
·Of the patients i.ndicates that many had been in the service 
during the Wor~d War I~ period and, also, shows the d~ration 
and chronicity of thenr service- connected disability. In 
addition, it might be assumed that most males of this age are 
at a stable occupational level and, perhaps, reaching the 
highest levels of achievement that they can possib~y attain. 
This is especially true of less skilled and unprofesstonal 
positions. The fact that ten patients are unemployed in this 
group is a deviation from this pattern.. There are seven 
married patients and three single patients in each group. 
In order to obtain a group of ten working patients, it was 
necessary to use more marr~ed patients because the number of 
employed married ·patients was significantly higher than the 
number of employed single patients. It is not known whether 
married schizophrenic patients have a better work record 
generally, but this seemed to be indicated in those cases 
considered for the sample. 
p;agrrosis and Compensation. The diagnosis and per cent of 
present compensation is included for descriptive purposes. 
Twelve of the patients have been diagnosed as paranoid.and 
the other eight fell into three other diagnostic categories. 
An attempt was made to mate~ the patients as cl0sely as 
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possible in terms of the percentage o~ disability~ b~t this 
~as not always possible sine~ employment ha~ an important 
relationship to the amount of compensation received. 
TABLE 2 
DIAGNOSIS AND lER CENT Of DISABILITY 
Employed Unempl.oyed 
Patients Patients ~00~ "70% 50,% 
Paranoid 5 7 a 3 1 
Simpl.e 1 1 1 1 0 
Catatonic 2 2 3 1 0 
Undifferentiated 2 0 1 1 0 
- - -
Total 10 10 13 6 1 
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Highest Grade 
Third Grade 
Sixth Grade 
Eighth Grade 
Ninth Grade 
Tenth Grade 
Eleventl'l: Grade 
Twelfth Grade 
!wo Years College 
Business School Graduate 
TABLE 3 
EDUCAl,l'ION 
Employed 
Patients 
l 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
]. 
1 
-
Total. 10 
Unemployed 
Patients 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 
"0 
-
10 
Education. Immediately, one is impressed by the somewhat low 
formal academic achievement of many of these patients. Many 
unknown factors could contribute to this situation, but at 
the same time this may give some indication of the intell.eo-
tual endowment of these patients. 
It is interesting to note that the education ot the 
employed patients has greater spread and variability. There 
ar.e five at the ninth or a lower grade, three with high sohoo 
and two with post high school education. ~he unemployed grou 
is more uniform with nine patients in the ninth to twel.fth 
grade level of education. The average number of years com-
pl·eted is 8.6 for the empl.oyed group and 9.9 for the unem-
ployed group. The average number is fairly close, but the 
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larger number of employed patients at the ninth and lower 
grades·1nd1cates that more education is not necessarily a 
factor in job stability. 
In examining the post-service education of these 
patients to determine growth or change in this respect.) it 
was found that both groups have had four members attending 
educational or training courses in the past. Only 40 per cent 
' I in both groups have had any active motivation for fUrther 
training. Two out of four completed training in the employed 
group and one out of four in the unemployed. In all three 
of these situations the patient is not pursuing a job commen-
surate with his post-service training. The current attitudes 
toward educat~on is described in Table 4 and is generally 
indicative of satisfaction with present status and little 
future activity expected. 
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TABLE 4 
PRESENT A!TITUDE TOWARD HIS EDUCATION 
Not Dissat- Reasonsa 
Known Satisfied istied Dissatisfied 
Employed 2 4 4 ' 
Unemployed 3 5 2 
a:a:easons 
A. Better job or greater skil~ 
B. Prestige 
c. Personal Satisfaction 
bActivitl , 
A. Talks about school 
B. Looks inte possibility of school 
c. Completed plans tor school 
D~ .Nothing is done 
A. B c 
2 2 
2 
Acti-b 
v1ty 
A B 0 D 
2 .2 
1 1 
EmE1oyment. An examination of the employment histories shows 
that most of the patients have worked and that all of them 
have or had employment since their discharge from the service. 
The nature of their occupations was easily distributed into 
five categories which are self-explanatory. 
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No job 
Unskillle.d job 
Semi-skilled jobs 
Skilled 
White collar 
TABLE 5 
EMPLOYMENT SKmLLS 
Employed Pat~ents 
Pre Post 
Service Service 
2 0 
4 5 
0 3 
3 1 
1 1 
Unemployed Patients 
Pre Post 
Service Service 
1 0 
5 8 
3 2 
0 0 
0 Q 
The overall level of performance seems to be consistent with 
the level of education attained b;.r these patients. •The 
largest numbers in both groups are found in the unskilled 
jobs which are characterized by unskilled factory and mill 
work, odd jobs, and labor Jobs in the construction field. 
·The performance of·some presently employed patients is at a 
level that is less optimal than was the situation in the past. 
Where there were three employed in skilled occupations, the. 
post-service record shows only one. An example of this is 
demonstrated by a machinist who is now employed as a guard 
or delivery man. Another situation involves a patient who 
voluntarily left his job as a 1aboratory technician and works 
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in the same concern as a fork lift operatar because he felt 
the people in the laboratory were at too high a level and he 
could not compete with them. In spite of these losses, the 
employed patients have better work skills as demonstrated 
by five who fall into the.semi-skilled, skilled, and white 
collar jobs as opposed to two who had semi-skilled jobs in 
the unemployed group. The fact that three patients were 
unemployed before the service is a result of these patients 
entering the service shortly after leaving schooi and thus 
having no opportunity to work. 
Seven employed patients are satisfied with their 
jobs and wish to make no change. Two others are content but 
wish to see some improvement. Of these two, only one follows 
through with constructive activity. The tenth patient is dis-
satisfied:, but J;e does not do anything to bring about change. 
The attitudes· of the unemployed patients toward 
finding work are described in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
UNEMPLOYED PATIENT'S DESIRE FOR WORK 
Talks about work 
Wants 
work 
l 
Minimal effort to find work 1 
Good effort to find work 4 
Fears :Loss of 
l)oes Not 
Want Work 
compensation 1 
Not strong enough l 
Trouble with people 1 
No interest l 
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These attitudes indicate that the bulk of these patients are 
passive and accepting of their unemployment. Four have no 
desire to work for various reasons that can be deseribed as 
unfavorable symptomatology, loss of secondary gain, and littl 
interest. Two patients wish to have work, but ddd not follow 
through with very much constructiv~ activity. Only four 
patients of this group take any active steps to find work. 
Living Arrangements. Thirteen patients live with their ~ves 
and children; six of these a~e the employed patients and 
seven are the unemployed patients. Two employed patients 
live alone and two with parents. Three unemployed patients 
live with parents. There is a high level of satisfaction 
with the living arrangements since eighteen of the patients 
are satisfied and wish to see no changes. One employed 
patient lives alone and sees his wife and child on a regular 
basis. He and hia.wife go out on dates and there is no legal 
separation or plans for divorce. Howeve~, the patient ver-
balizes a desire to live together with hiB family on a more 
. . 
normal basis. An unemployed patient who is not satisfied 
with his living arrangements handles t~is by living out o~ 
the family home a few days at a time. 
Summary of Background Characteristics. The sample of twenty 
patients represents .equal numbers of unemployed and employed 
schizophrenic patients. The background information is quite 
similar. In each group there are seven married and three 
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single patients. ~e majority of these patients are in their 
thirties or early forties. Most of the patients live with 
wives and children or parents. There are no significant · 
differences in living arrangements or attitudes toward the 
living arrangement. The average number of formal school 
years completed is 8.6 for the employed group and 9.9 for the 
unemployed group. Except for two employed patients who have 
attended college, the rest of the sample have completed from 
third grade· to the twelfth_grade educations •. The educational 
level ot the employed group has greater spread than the un-
employed group's educational level. Forty per· cent in each 
group have pursued additional training since the service. !we 
out of four in the employed group and ohe out of four in the 
unemployed group completed this training. In none of these 
situations is the occupational level commensurate'with post-
service training. Current attitudes toward education are 
generally indicative of little change hoped for or expected. 
Eight of the employed group and ten in the unemployed group 
have employment skills that place them in the unskilled or 
semi-skilled groups. The two remaining employed patients·· 
are employed in a skilled and a white collar job. There is 
a larger numbe~ of employed patients who have more complex 
job skills. The attitudes of the employed patient toward 
their present jobs is generally 9ne of satisfaction and ~ittlE 
change hoped for. In the unemployed group, 40 per cent ot 
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the patients engage in a level of activity that could real~ 
' 
istically result in employment. 
Patient.Responsibilitz 
4 
The patient's responsiQility in the ~amily and for 
himself will be considered in this sec~ion. 
Chores. Table 7 Shows the extent of part~cipation i~ such 
c~ores as grass cutting, errands, paying bills~ and Shopping. 
TABLE 7 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIC CHORES 
Often Occasionally Rarely None 
Employed patients 
Unemployed pat~ents 
3 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
3 
2 
·The overall level of participation in these tasks 
seems to be low since only six patients are involved to any 
great extent. There are eight unemployed patient·s who do 
take responsibility for these jobs and seven of these eight 
do them often and occasionally. Seven employed patients 
take responsib~lity for these tasks, but only four do so 
often or occasionally. In examining other specific tasks, 
it was found that the group did engage in oare of chi1dren., 
house repairs, and in one case,, housework. Three employed 
patients and two unemployed patients took no responsibility 
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for any other tasks not listed in Table 7. These figures 
are the same as those of Table 7, but it was found that the 
patients not doing the specific tasks listed in Table 7 were 
not always the same ones who did no other tasks. ·The unem-
ployed group seems to demonstrate a slightly higher involve-
ment in specifie tasks. This condition could be dependent 
on their availability 1n the home. 
I 
!1nanciai Responsibilitz. It was found· that all of the 
patients except one did contribute financially toward the ex-
penses of the family.2 ~qual numbers of employed and unem• 
ployed patients arrived.at the present financial arrangements 
through mutual consent between them and their families. 
~is constituted seven patients in each group. Of the re-
maining unemployed patients, one made the arrangements himsel 
and the responsibility for the arrangements of the final two 
were unknown. f.he two remaining employed patients made the 
arrangements themselves a~d the final patient does not con-
tribute at all and lives alone. There is a high level of 
financial contribution to the families with no significant 
differences between the two groups. However, it becomes im-
portant to examine to what extent these patients become in-
volved with financial management and planaing. To some extent 
Table 8 answers this question. 
~The financial resources of the unemployed veteran in 
most oases is his compensation money. 
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TABLE 8 
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Takes full responsibility 
for money 
Gives family bulk of money 
and manages only 
personal money 
No financial responsibility 
Financially incompetenta 
Employed 
Patients 
2 
7 
1 
0 
Unemployed 
Patients 
5 
1 
3 
1 
ain these situations of financial incompetency, a guardian 
is appointed by the Court to manage the finances of the 
patient. 
There are some importan~ differences in that the 
unemployed group demonstrates greater distribution over the 
· four categories while the bulk of employed patients give their 
finances to their families and manage only their ewn spending 
money. The two employed patients who manage their own finan~ 
ee,,s exclusively are single as are two of' the five in the un.-. 
employed group. Perhaps, the condition of marriage has some 
influence over the extent of financial management in this 
group. However, there are three married patients in the un-
employed group who do take full responsibility of their money. 
In at least two of these situations, the financial management 
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is an expression of suspiciousness and distrust. There is . , 
also, a larger number or unemployed patients who do not take 
responsibility of even personal funds. It seems that the 
unemployed group represents more the extreme possibilities 
where the employed group accepts the management of a limited 
personal amount allowing families to handle the major poDtion 
of income. It woUld be the writer's opinion that financial 
management by the wife is not an unusual occurrence in the 
family situation of many of these patients and this condition 
may be a reflection of an accepted custom rather than an in-
ability imposed by the disease process in every case. 
Social Life. The ability of these patients to become involved 
with friends and in outside social activities seems to be 
rather restricted for both groups and may be indicative of 
the extent of the withdrawal and lack of interest in ~tar­
personal relationShips characteristic of a schizophrenic. 
Table 9 measures the nature of the patientts ~riendships and 
activities. 
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Friends 
Has own friends 
Family triends 
Both family and 
No friends 
~vi ties 
TABLE 9 
RESPONSI5ILITY FOR SOCIAL LIFE 
Employed 
Patients 
1 
2 
own triends 1 
6 
Family initiates activities 2 
Patient initiates activity 6 
No activity 1 
Unemployed 
Patients 
2 
3 
0 
5 
4 
4 
2 
There is a high proportion of patients· with no 
friends and only four have the ability to cultivate friends 
of their own. The rest rely exclusively on family friends 
and relatives for their friendships. Both groups are fairly 
uniform in this respect and no important differences can be 
concluded. As far as initiation of outside activity~ a 
larger proportian of the employed patients take greater re-
sponsibility for their awn entertainment and activities. 
·In some cases this is done in connection with the interest of 
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the family as a whole, but at other times the patient may 
pursue a particular interest alone. It is important to note 
that the extent and level of outside interests is limited for 
the entire sample. However, there are six unemployed patients 
who are not motivated to doing anything for themselves. Two 
patients do practically nothing whi~e four go along with the 
plans ot the family. .A greater number of employed patients 
initiate their own activity or go along with the family plans. 
It seems that the unemployed group may be less able to do 
things for their own benefit and'entertainm~nt and this may 
have some relationShip to how they view employment which im-
plies an active process. 
Clinic Attendance and Treatment. In nearly all cases the 
patients take responsibility for coming into the clinic. Only 
one employed patient is sometimes aecompanied by a family mem-
ber. A larger number of employed patients talk about their 
symptoms and problems and how this affects their family and 
social adjustment. Seven employed patients do engage in such 
disc~ssiofts while five of the unemployed group do so. While 
nearly all of the patients take full responsibility for bring~ 
ing themselves to the elinic, it was felt that the reasons for 
coming would be varied and show different levels of involve-
ment. Toward this end, the writer asked the caseworkers 
involved to make a·judgment on motivation for treatment on 
the basis of their contacts, verbalization by patient, or 
1 
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understanding of the patient. Table 10 Sbows· the responses 
.· 
to this question. 
TABLE 10 
PATIENTt·s REASON FOR COMING TO CLINIC 
Employed Unemployed 
Patient Patient 
-
Feels obligated 0 3 
For medicine 1 0 
Maintain present ievel 
and/or satisfaction 
with worker relati0n-
ship 6 3 
Improvement 2 1 
Unknown 1 3 
It can readily be noted that these employed patients 
are more involved with the caseworker and a greater number see 
the role of psychotherapy either to help them maintain their 
present gains or to help promote further improvement. Only one 
employed patient seems to come to the clinic especially for 
medication and the reason for the remaining patient is unknown 
In contrast to the employed group, the unemployed patients 
show leas of a tendency to become involved with the caseworker 
and are less able to see therapy as a way to maintain their 
present gains or achieve ~mprovement. The number of 
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unemployed patients who fall in this category is exactly half 
of those in the employed group. There are three unemployed 
patients who see the clinic appointments as an obligation. 
It is not possible to draw a definite conclusion from this, 
but raise a question about these patients' feelings toward 
authority and their fears about loss of compensation or other 
benefits. The remaining three unemployed patients come to 
the clinic, but their motivation for doing so has not been 
clearly established. It would appear that the attitude towar 
treatment is a more positive one for the employed patient. 
It would not be valid to attribute this one finding to better 
emotional stability on the part of the employed patients 
since there are a number of limitations. For instance~ the 
length of treatment is not known, therefore~ making it pos-
sible for the relationShip to be at many different levels of 
intensity. In addition, other realistic obstacles to treat-
ment have not been considered. 
Medication~ As a test of responsibility that a ~atient 
demonstrates in terms of recommendations of the clinic, the 
medication consumption is looked at as one indication of this. 
It is interesting to have found that a high number of these 
patients were prescribed medication as part of the thera-
peutic approach. Two employed patients and one unemployed 
patient were not prescribed any. Those patients Who have 
been given medication generally take responsibility ~or the 
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consumption of the medication. Table 11 snows the extent and 
quality of this responsibility. 
TABLE 11 
MEDICATION 
Employed 
Medication not prescribed 2 
Patient takes medication 
regularly 6 
Patient takes medication 
irregularly 1 
Given by family member 0 
trnknown .1 
-
Total 10 
--
Unemployed 
1 
2 
6 
0 
J. 
-
10 
Where six employed patients take their medication 
regularly and faithfully, there are exactly the same number 
of unemployed patients who do not take medication regularly. 
Again this may be an indication that the employed 
patients are more positively inclined toward the clinic and 
mGre willing to follow the recommendations of the clinic 
regarding medication. 
Expected or Desired Changes in ResRonsibility. In examining 
the motivation for change in responsibilities in the areas 
that have been discussed, we find a total group1 that·expects 
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I~ 
or wants to do very little more that is different. Seven 
unemployed patients are satisfied with present responsibi~i­
ties while two want to be more involved and one tries to be 
rid of present responsibility.· Eight .employed patients are 
satisfied with their responsibility while one tries to do more 
and another talks about it. This high level of satisfaction 
with ·responsibilities seems to be consistent with expectations 
from treatment and reflects a group that would resist any 
unusual changes. 
TA!LE 12 
FAMILY'S SATISFACTION WITH PAjiENT'S RESPONSIBILITY 
'•- \ 
Employed Unemployed 
Satisfied 4 3 
Dissatisfied - hope for change 2 1 
Dissatisfied - pessimistic 
about change 3 5 
Unknown 1 1 
There are a total of seven families (four of the 
employed group and three·of the unemployed group) who are 
satisfied with the extent of the patient's responsibility. 
Considering these figures, it would seem that families and 
patients are not in agreement about responsibility. A ~igher 
number or a total of eleven families are not satisfied. 
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r ...o 
These·can be brokeR down Xnto five tamilies of the employed 
group and six families of the unemployed group. However~ 
. 
eight 0ut of eleven of these families are not satisfied, but 
do not really expect any changes. These families would like 
to see the patient do more household chores, care for the 
children~ minor repairst and cleaning. However, it seems 
that they have come to expect that these things will not take 
place and have ~een affected by the patients attitudes and 
behavior in this respe~t. If these reactions take the form 
of uncritical acceptance, it would seem that the families 
themselves are providing little motivation tor change which 
can account for the patients* ability to accept and be satis-
fied with the present situation. It is interesting to note 
that the wives of at least two unemployed patients expected 
their husbands to perform housework tasks that would usually 
be considered within the female role • 
. FamilY Attitudee 
Many ot the families viewed the pati~nt as a passive 
member. ~he families of eight of the unemployed group and 
six of the employed group behave in a manner that indicates 
this. It would then seem that the families of the employed 
patient show a slightly higher tendency to see the patient 
r 
as a more vital~ active influence. However, the differences 
in numbers is small and not particularly imposing. 
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Family Reaction to Patient's Symptoms. It was found that· 
during periods of·stress or active psychosis, these patients· 
l 
. 
showed many symptoms such as delusions, suspiciousness, so-
matic complaints, irritabiiity, withdrawal, and tenseness. 
The family reaction to this behavior is Shown in Table 13. 
TABLE 13 
FAMILY REACTION TO PATIENT SYMPTOMATOLOGY 
React emotionally and become 
angry at patients 
Difficult but try to cope with 
behavior 
See no problem 
Total 
Employed 
6 
2 
2 
10 
Unemployed 
5 
4 
"l 
-
10 
----------------------------------------------------------
Six families of the employed group and five fami~­
ies of the unemployed group react to a large extent in an , 
I 
intolerant manner to patients' symptoms while two families 1 
I 
of the employed group and tour families of the unemployed 
group find the undesirable behavior hard to accept, but try 
to tolerate it. Three families do not seem to have diffic~lty 
and actually see few of the problems. Both groups are fairly 
I 
uniform in their inte l.lectual unders;tanding of mental illness. 
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Seventeen families range from poor to fair in their under-
standing of mental illness. Hollingshead and Redlich have 
pointed out that the A~ed Forces and the Veterans Adminis~ 
tration have contributed the most to the understanding of 
4 
mental illness and psychiatry in the lower classes. In spite 
of these facilities, many of these families do not understan'd 
mental illness in general and it would be the writer's opinr 
ion, that this situation would affect the.understanding of 
the patient's specific illness. 
Stigma or Shame about Mental Illness., ~he families of five 
of the employed patients demonstrate no beh~vior that indicate 
they felt a sense of stigma about the patient's illness while 
four- families seem to show a sensitivity about the illness 
that is demonstrated by a reluctance to involve 'the patient 
in various activities as well as attempts to deny the patient' 
illness to others. Seven of the families of the unemployed 
group reveal no behavior that indicates sueh a sensXtivity. 
Two other families of the unemployed group verbalize to the 
patient that he has put them in an unfavorable position and 
one wife limits her activity with neighbors because of her 
husband's illness. 
Improvement of Symptomatolosz~ Most of these families seem 
to have little hope that the patient's problems and symptoms 
w.ill change to any great extent. 
4August E. Hollingshead and Frederick c. Redlich, 
Social Class and Mental Illness, p. 341. 
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TABLE 14 
FAMILY ATTITUDES TOWARD IMPROVEMENT OF PATIENT SYMPTOMATOLGY 
Optimistic 
Pessimistic 
Indifferent 
Unknown 
4 
4 
0 
2 
Wnemployed 
2 
6 
"2 
·o 
Four families of the employed patients are hopeful 
for a change, but only two of these four see themselves as. 
having any significant relationship to the. patient·• s improve-
' 
ment. Only two families of the unemployed group seem to be 
optimistic about any changes, but both of these families see 
their involvement in this change as minimal. In both groups 
there is a higher proportion of families whO are pessimistic, 
indifferet, and unknown. 
Family Attitudes Toward Treatment. In spite of .the above 
picture concerning the families' attitudes about change in 
symptoms, a large proportion of the families see value in ~he 
clinic appointments. Fourteen :ramilies are·· favorably disposed 
to the clinic appointments and see va~ue in terms of help with 
problems and others s~e a value to medication. Several famil-
ies see value in the clinic as a way to maintain present ad-
just.ment of the patient. A few families see the value of 
continuous clinic activity as a way to insure professional 
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intervention and help during crises. Six families do not 
involve themselves with the clinic beyond a minimal extent. 
It is felt that the largely positive attitude of the families 
can be a· factor in the patient's attendance at the clinic. 
Family attitudes toward treatment give some clarification 
about the expectatiGns from treatment on the part of families. 
Employment Ex~ctations. It would be felt that most families 
would expect full-time employment from an adult male member. 
Table 15 Shows the activity of these families regarding the 
patients' employment, For the presently employed patients, 
this activity had gone on ~ the past. while for the uaemployed 
patients, the activity is more current. 
TABLE 15 
FAMILY ACTIVITY 00NCERNING PATIENT EMPLOYMENT 
Discuss work,<with patient 
Sugg~st employment opportunities 
Take patien·t to job opportunities 
Two or more of above activities 
Not applicable 
No known activity 
Total 
Employed 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
10 
Unemployed 
1 
1 
0 
4 
0 
4 
-
10 
It can readil~ be seen that a number of families. do become 
involved in helping the patient locate work. The families 
ot four employed patient~ did actually become involved in 
specific activity designed to help the patient find work. 
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In two situations this question did not apply since the 
patient had worked continuously. Four of the employed pa-
tients' families did not become involved •. Six of the unem-
ployed patients 1 families .attempt to help the_ .Patients find 
work through a number of activities while ~our other~ do not 
become involved at al1. Only two of the twenty fami~y situa-
tions examined proved to have resources for jobs in a family 
business or with business acquaintances. One employed pa-
tient is employed in a family business. An unemployed pa-
tient co!lld be absorbed in the bu·sine as of a family, f~iend,. 
but the family does not·attempt to promote this. 
The families of four unemployed patients are. opti-
mistic that the patient will be able to work and do expect a 
change in this respect. ·Three other families hope that em-
ployment would be a future possibility, but are not oterly 
optimistic. One family has no hope for such a change and the 
last family is definitely opposed· to patientJ s working. 
Nine families of the employed group continue to 
encourage the patient's active work while the activity of one 
family is unknown in this respect. 
Family Interaction 
Family interaction could have important implication 
for the individual pat1ent 1 s security and ease of performance 
in other areas. 
Marital Problems. 
· ·marital problems. 
ov·er half o·f the sample do ap~ar to have 
TABLE 16 
MARITAL PROBLEMS 
Employed 
Patient and wife have 
marital problems . 5 
Patient and wife do not 
have significant problems 2 
Parents of single patients 
have marital problems 1 
Parents of single patients 
who have no problems 2 
Unemployed 
i 
2 
1 
2 
Curiously, the figures for the unemployed and employed are 
exactly identical in terms of marital problems. Two out of 
six of the single patients' parents do have some significant 
known problems. The problems of these parents have a direct 
relationship to the patient, since an employed single patient 
lives out of the family home as a result of the parental 
differences, and a single unemployed patient is caught up 
~ 
in the parental differences and affected by conflicting a~ti~ 
tudes. Ten out of fourteen of the married patients appear to 
have some marital problems that become difficult to accept 
and come to the attention of the caseworker. There are some 
differences in the· type of problems that the two groups seem 
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to exhibit~ In the employed group, a w~fe has extreme prob-
lems in accepting the patient's illness and friction does 
sometimes result; another wife threatens divorce; a wife is 
extremely suspicious of the patient's activity concerning 
other women; in another situation, the patient accuses his 
wife of infidelity; and the last situation involves a wife 
who lives with her parents since she cannot accept the pa-
tient's irresponsibility. The problems of the unemployed 
group are as follows: a wife is bla*antly promiscuous; another 
wife is not happy with her relationship to her husband since 
he finds her sexually repulsive; another wife threatens di-
vorce; one patient is overly suspicious and controlling of 
his wife at times; and the last situation is characterized 
by a domineering wife whom the patient reacts to and when he 
~ 
tries to assert himself, the problem is further intensified. 
Some of their problems are transitory and the families appear 
to adjust to this situation in some way and most are able to 
stay together as a family. 
Sibling Relationship. Only a very insignificant minority 
seem to have any unusual problems with siblings. T~o employed 
and one unemployed patient have problems that cause some de-
gree of friction. It does not seem too unusual that two out 
of three of these patients are single and live at home. It 
was the write~'s impression that many of these patients did 
not maintain very close relationships with siblings and the 
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lack of problems is not always a refle.ction of an ideal 
situation. 
Social Activities. It was found that a high ~atio of both the 
employed and unemployed pat1ents 1 families did share some 
events that are of -common interest. There ~ere several famil-
ies who had three or four common interests, but usual~y the 
common events were in the neighborhood of one or two. Such 
events as social activities# family visiting, children's 
acti~ities, trips, church, and games were some of the ones 
more frequently mentioned. There is little differences be-
tween the two groups. Eight families in the employed group 
' 
shared common activities while one' family did not'and the 
other was unknown. Seven families in the unemployed group do 
share common events while thre'e do not.. Table ·lfl shows 
whether the patient shares equally with the family in the 
specific events common to the tamily group as a whole. 
TABLE 17 
PATIENT ACTIVITY IN FAMILY SOCIAL EVENTS 
Takes equal share 
Does not take equal share 
Unknown 
Employed 
4 
5 
1 
Unemployed 
4 
6 
0 
There is considerable, difference between the total. family 
sharing and the extent to which the patient can be considered 
\ 
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an equal member in this sharing. In both groups there are 
only four patients who share equally with the family in these 
specifiQ· activities which are of interest to the total group. 
This is a total of eight patients or nearly one-half the num-
ber ot the families who share common ~terests. 
Problem Solving. Some of these £amilies have various diffi-
culties in management of daily activities·or problems. 
TABLE 18 
EASE OF PROBLEM SOLVING 
Handles problems easily 
Uses others 
Many problems 
Poor plann~g 
Unknown 
Employed 
5 
l 
l 
1 
2 
Unemployed 
5 
2 
2 
0 
1 
Five families in both groups manage their problems fairly well 
and make provisions for emergencies or other difficulties. 
Three families depend on agencies or outside resources to 
help solve their problems while three other families have man~ 
unsolved problems that deserve attention that has not yet been 
invested. One family Shows evidence of poor planning. The 
t 
problem solving ability of three of the families is unknown. 
~here are no significant differences between the two groups. 
The level of patient participation in these problems and 
matters of daily functioning is fe~ to be at a low level. 
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Only six patients are involved to an extent that can be con-
sidered equivalent to the activity of the wife or parents. 
Eleven patients are definitely not involved in th~ daily 
functioning in the same sense as other ~amily members. The 
activity of three patients is unknown or does not apply. 
However, in the matter of family plans or major decisions, 
there are some differences .in the two groups. 
TABLE 19 
PATIENT INVOLVEMENT IN MAJOR DECISIONS 
Employed 
1:Tnemployed 
Some Invo1vement No Involvement 
Good Fair Poor 
5 
2 
1 1 
1 1 
3 
5 
Unknown 
0 
l 
A majority of the employed patients take greater activity in 
terms of participating in important decisions more frequently 
and more actively than the unemployed group. ~hese findings 
give the flavor of both groups having very limited activity 
in day-to-day problem solving, but the employed group main-
·tain a larger amount qf control and activity regarding more 
important decisions affecting the family. 
A high perce·ntage of these patients are periodically 
aloof ahd indir.ferent to the ~amily. There are seven employed 
patients and eight unemployed patients who ~all into this 
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group. However, there are few patients who demonstrate in an 
overt manne~ that they use their illness for special consid-
eration Within the family. Three unemplGyed patients demon-
strate this tendency by refusing to work, refusing minor 
tasks, requesting to be left alone because they are too sick. 
One employed patient feels he is too sick to ·care for the 
children·. The differences in numbers in the two groups is 
too small to be significant. 
Attitudes Toward Interaction. Table 20 shows that a la~ger 
number of the employed patients feel that they are part of 
the family group. 
TABLE 20 
PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH INTERACTION 
Employed Unemployed 
Satisfted 7 5 
Patient feels he is unacceptable 
and merely tolerated 0 2 
Not included or responsible 
for activities l 1 
Wife rejects patient 1 1 
Unwilling to participate because 
o~ his own problems 1 1 
-
Total 10 10 
There were few differences in the reasons that patients had 
for feeling that they were not an integral member of the 
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family. However, two unemployed patients express feelings of 
worthlessness and inadequacy that is not duplicated in the 
employed group. Two out of three of the dissatisfied employed 
patients have ideas abeut change while one patient i·s not 
really interested in seeing changes. Two out of five of the 
dissatisfied unemployed patients 'have some ideas about how 
things could be different while the position of three patients 
is unknown or indicates no ideas. In sharp contrast to this, 
a larger number of families are dissatisfied with the extent 
of patient participation with them. Five families of the 
employed patient group and eight families of the unemployed 
group are not satisfied. In all of these situations it was 
implied or stated that the family would like to see the 
patient become more involved with them. The most frequent 
change that was mentioned was the desire on the part of the 
wife for the patient to become more involved with the child-
ren. Some ef the other desired changes are better verbal 
communication, less suspiciousness, less arguments, less 
abusiveness toward wife, and less controlling attitude toward 
family. 
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CHAPTER Y 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study is designed to examine and compare the. 
family and employment situations of ten employed schizophreni 
patients and ten unemployed ,schi~ophrenic patients. Unemploy 
ment is a problem for many schizophrenic patients and·i~ was 
. . 
felt that attitudes of the family could affect this problem. 
The sample was selected from cases under active treatment at 
the Mental Hygiene Clinic of the Providence Veterans Admin-
istration Regional O:r'fiee in Providence, Rhode r·sland. A 
schedule was used to serve as a guide in gathering data from 
.the record and from interviews with caseworkers involved in 
each situation. Information about the patient's background~ 
patient responsibility, familY attitudesJ and f~ily inter-
action was elicited and analyzed by means of rating scales. 
All patients in the study were male and in their 
thirties and early forties. Twelve patients were diagnosed 
as paranoid while eight others were in diagnostic categories 
of simple, catatonic, and undifferentiated. Seven patients 
in each group are married and the remaining six are single. 
Most of the patients live with wives and children or with 
parents. There are few important differences in this 
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'I 
background informat~on that could significantly contribute to 
employment or unemployment. 
Education is not necessarily a factor-in job sta-
bility since the unemployed group's average number of formal 
academic years is greater than the.emp~oyed group's. The 
majority of these patients have job skills that would place 
them in unskilled or semi-skilled classifications. Where the 
present jobs of some employed patients is at a less optimal 
level than the pre-service record indicates, a greater number 
of these patients still have a higher level of skills than 
the unemployed group. T.his is supported by the larger number 
of employed patients in·semi-skilled, skilled, and white 
collar jobs. The ability to perform a more complex skill 
could be a factor in present employment. Since a high per-
centage of the employed group is satisfied with their jobs, 
it is telt that job satisfaction is, also, important in main• 
taining present employment. The unemployed group seems to be 
patients who are lea~ motivated for work b~cause of unfavor-
able· symptomatology, little interest, and loss of compensa-
tion. In a number of these situations the employed patient 
:1.s not achieving iin employment to the extent that he coul:-d·. 
This is based on differences in past and present employment 
as well as discrepancies between trainDng and employment. 
Apparently, the more frequent performance of some 
customary household tasks by the unemployed group ~as little 
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I 
effect on their ability to become employed. It might seem 
that rather than snowing a willingness to accept responsibil-
ity, this situation may be dependent on some other factors. 
The unemp~oyed group's greater willingness to take full re-
sponsibility of money is not always a condition of well being 
since this need for c0ntrol is sometimes for u~ealthy rea-
} 
sons. Financial responsibility becomes less meaningfUl if 
the fact that more unemployed patients are not even involved 
in a minimal responsibility for finances-is considered. 
The employe~ group has less tendency to become involved in 
household tasks and less tendency to assume full responsi-
bility for family income. On the other hand, the employed 
group*s greater ability to initiate activity for themselves 
becomes more involved in therapy in a positive way, and to 
follow the medication recommendations in a more adequate 
fashion is an ~ndication of greater ability to accept personal 
responsibility. 
A factor that could contribute to gainful employment 
' 
is the fact that ·a slightly larger number of•the families of 
the_employed gro~p see the patient as a more active, vital' 
influence in the family. It is felt that this kind of atti-
tude would convey a greater level of expectation of the 
patient and enhance the patient's self-respect. 
A comparison of both family groups in terms of 
attitudes toward mental illness and the family member as a 
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mental patient revealed few significant differences. Where 
the therapistts relatio~ship and activity with many of the 
employed patients showed that the therapist's impact on the 
. 
patient is considerable and in some ~aye could be re1ated to 
the patient's ability to perform on a job and to perform in 
other ways, it was not fe1t that family attitudes about mental 
~. 
illness were altered to the same extent through contact with 
the clinic. The majority ot these fami1ies had a fair to 
• 
poor understanding of mental illness and a large number will 
react in an aggressive or hosti1e way to the patient's symp-
toms. However, a substantial number of families see the role 
of the c1inic in a positive manner. In analyzing the r.easons 
for their positive attitude, it would seem that a large ma-
jority of the reasons seemed to denote dependency on the 
clinic for management of the patient. There was little recog-
nition of the help to them to be more knowledgeable and better 
equipped to deal with the patient. It was found that only a 
small number of families have hope for a positive change in 
the patient's symptoms and an even smaller number see their 
influence as having an effect on this change. It does seem 
possible that families tend to concentrate on the problems 
of the patient to the exclusion of themselves as a defensive 
mechanism to ward off feeling of responsibility or blame. 
The activity in helping the patient acquire a job 
was about the same for both groups with a greater level of 
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activity on the part of families of the unemployed group. 
Nearly all of the families of the employed group do now en-
courage the patient to work. This would lead the writer to 
believe that these families have the capacity to respond te 
what they feel is an achievement on the part of the patient. 
The greater difficulty is obvious~y in the handling of what 
is difficult and hard to understand. 
An important difference was found in the area of 
major decisions. Where the two groups were quite similar in 
the day-te-day functioning of the family, the employed group 
maintains a greater interest and activity in important deci-
sions affecting the whole family. _This seems to be consistent 
with the attitudes of the families of this group who did 
more often consider the patient an active member. This kind 
of attitude may create an atmosphere which is somewhat more 
conducive to patient participation ~d more receptive to his 
suggestions. 
The interaction of all patients in the social life 
of the family w~s less than optimal. There is a sharp con-
trast between the interaction of the family as a Whole and 
the interaction of the patient in .this social life. ~so~ 
both groups were very similar in terms of mari~al problems 
and problem solving in general. Although many aspects of 
family interac~ion appeared to be quite similar,. the employed 
patient and hia family showed a slightly higher level of 
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satisfaction. 
Conclusions 
This study doe.s demonstrate that even after many 
years these patients are not completely free of the disabling 
and limiting symptoms of this disease process.,_ "Their func-
tioning in many areas is noticeably affected. 
The response of. the families of the ~nemployed 
group to the patient and the actual family interaction is 
generally less favorable than with the employed group •.. The 
unemployed group demonstrated superiority in onlg one area 
and this was in their ability to perform household tasks more 
\ 
frequently. Rather than demonstrating a greater ability to 
' . 
become involved or take actual responsibility, family· atti-
tudes and other factors-contribute more significantly to this 
., ' 
condition. ·Vnemployment makes tt possible r·or these patients 
to spend greater time at their respective homes. A consider-
ation of available·;time, itself, would make necessary greater_ 
participation in these tasks. It would, also, be unrealistic 
to consider that the presence of an unemployed adult person 
in the home would ~ot be utilized by the family in order to 
reduce the work load of other family members. In the absence 
, .. 
of outside work, the family might encourage greater partici-
pation in these. tasks for many different reasons. This could 
become mutually satisfying as evidenced by the patient per-
t 
formance of these tasks and the desire f·or grea"';ier ·aeti vi ty 
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in such tasks by the family. 'An encour~ge~ent and acceptance 
of this role by the family could be reinforcing the pa~ient 1 s­
withdrawal from the outside world. · This could reduce the 
patient's need to find a job, since.he might feel that he is 
fulfilling and satisfying the expectations of.the family ~n 
his present role.· 
The ability of the employed patient to take greater 
personal responsibility may be a reflection of a greater level 
of insight and a willingness to become involved in a manner 
that would help him overcome some of these problems. This 
kind of ability as well as the capacity to follow directions 
and reco~endations would be important for achievement on a 
job. In addition, the slightly more favorable family situa-
tions and the encouragement of work by these family members 
would,· al~o,· contribute' to this group's more favorable 
employment adjustment. 
It becomes important to co.:nsider the impact of the 
' fam~ly on the patient in relation to the impact of the patient 
on the family. Neither of these are static and are int.er-
dependent. The families in both groups seem to evaluate.ru-
ture changes i~ the light of pas~ experiences with the patient 
•-' Their future ho.pes and prospects about ch~ge are affected 
by disappointments in the past. The more optimistic attitude 
of th~ employed group's family and. their encouragement of the 
patient's employment is considered a positive factor in the 
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patient's continued employment and productivity. However, 
these families did not provide any greater stimulus or effort 
in helping the patient acquire w0rk than do the families of 
the unemployed group. Does this then mean that the families 
of the employed group have greater ability tm face adversity 
and still feel optimistic or are they responding more to a 
constructive activity that was first originated by the patient' 
There is little evidence that seems to indicate that these 
families are 'substantially different. There are a number of 
similarities and in both.groups the families consist mostly 
of wives and ohild~en or parents. Most of the wives, in 
both groups, married the patient after the onset of his ill~ 
ness and, therefore, the emotional level of the spouse and 
her expectation from the marriage should not be too different 
in either group. Also, there are no Sharp contrasts in the 
intellectual and emotional responses to mental illness. A 
major difference lies in the fact that the families of the 
employed group have responde~ with h0pe to the constructive 
employment of the patient. It seems unlikely that either 
one group or the other has a greater capacity or ability to 
maintain a consistently optimistic and understanding approach 
to the patient. The more characteristic response seems t0 be 
. 
to accept and cope in some way with the present situation. 
If the present situation is an optimistic one, it becomes 
more likely.that h0pe ~d encouragement will be evoked from 
. , I 
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the family and this will ultimately affect the patient. If 
the present situation is less desirable, it is conceivable 
that the families may resort te more pathological solutions 
which will, also, affect those patients in a·less favorable 
way. An example that will serve to illustrate this'point 
involves an employed patient used in this study. T.nis patient 
was at one point extremely withdrawn and suffering from many 
somatic complaints. ~he parent in question was apprehensive, 
demanding, and critical of the patient and.wished to be rid 
of the patient through hospitalization. As the pat~ent began 
to respond in therapy, he, also, made consistent gains in his 
social fU~ctioning and eventually got a job. As the family 
perceived changes in the patient 1 s response to his environment 
they became encouraged and involved the patient more actively 
in the family. The family gained greater satisfaction from 
the pat~e~t and this in turn gave the patient encouragement 
and support to continue ~n his more favorable adjustment. 
The implications for treatment might seem to be 
that any effort directed toward helping the unemployed patient 
become more productive will be rewarded by a favorable 
response trom the family ~n every case. This is not. entirely 
accurate. In spite of the fact that both fam~ly groups may 
be similar, there is a major· difference at this time. A 
great deal of time and the continual unfavorab~e solution of 
~his problem has established a pattern of,unsatisfactory ad-
justment. for the unemployed patient and his family. For many 
I I 
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. unknown reasons the unemp~oyed patient has not been able to 
adjust to emp~oyment easi~y. Also, these patients hav~ 
demonstrated ~ess of an ability to become involved in treat-
ment and~to follow therapeutic suggestions. ~t would seem 
unlikely that a therapeutic approach designed only to treat 
the patient wil~ be successful, especially if the family at-
titudes cont~ue to reinforce the patient's present adjust-
ment. It would be more beneficial 'to help the tamily alter 
some of their unsatisfactory solutions and attitudes in order 
to complement, enhance, or sustain any gains made with the 
patient. This becomes important since it is concluded that 
few of the families of either the employed or unemployed 
group have remarkable or unusual qualities that can be cen-
sistently utilized for the benefit of the patient. T.hese 
families do have an impact on the patient but need help to 
make this impact a consistently more positive and beneficial 
influence. 
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APPENDIX 
GOHED'ULE 
~.~
5., ~IATIO))TALITY 
aGE 6"' DIAGNOSIS 
7w PER CENT OF DISABILITY 
RACE 8o NO~ OF CHILDREN 
--
Pos·'r.; Serv·ice Level ·? 
-=-
0.. Is patien·t satisf-ied 1·d.th his present level of eclucat:lon·? 
es 2. No 
--=-u-- 3- not an iscue 
ot ss.tisfied, \'That are his stated ren.sons'.?_·-------~----------~--· 
D. If not satisfied 1-rith his edu.cs:liional l~vel 11 does -veteran 
do anything about ·:t:t'i lo 1;a.ucs o.bout school-=---
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2e looks into the possibility of further '"'Chool ~ 
3.. has completed plans .for school .. _____ 4.. does nothing_ .. 
OCCUPATION 
i:ltl• • • zoeacs===--
A .. Presently emp~oyed1 Yes No 
---
. 
-
B" Ty,~e of rrorlc 11o·N· ~= ? Usual v!orlc ? 
""="""""-"""""'""""'- -----
c .. 
D. 
Pre· Service Occupation=-==--=-------------------·-? 
Post Ser;rice Occupation · ? 
----=~$-===--,~~----=---~m-·---t~----
E~ Quality of Present or Pact Employment? l. E~cellent ______ __ 
2. Good_:.. ___ 3c Fair-==-==- 4. Poor ....... =-·= ? -= 
F .. Attendance at Pa-ct. or Present Employ:-~ent? 
2~ Good 3. Fnir 4~ Poor ? 
~ ~'CtiP ..a7 I---
If employed, doe-- veterrm like his job? 
2o No"==~ 3o Other_ . ,.==--~---,--· 
1. Yes 
---
H.. If' not satisfied wit!:: job~ does veteran do anything ::Lbout 
it? 1. Yes __ 2q> No .. If yesD i'rho:t_? 
I u If unemployed, docs 1rotornn. de··:tro 'T:rork'? 1 ~ Yeo 
') No Ii' ~,...,..,. __ , .--:-: r1o"'"" --c .... o·"'D"l '~O" ,_..,.._.,.._ 
G-.o AlfoR~• t~l.:D' ~ .r. :.tv ~ UtJ V ll ..L :J! '1..!. lo~~
n;-•"=l'.,.ll_ .. ,O'""'·"' ... ~M ,.a -~;.~h""''iS~iF-Q ~--.-:I'~O""">;;'b.-,-i:--.-r-~-i-a-0-::"-:.S-0-I-1-S~?--·-=u---,.,.a-• ... --~-~----·--·~ • 
----~~~----· ----~~ 
----------------------------------"~~---· 
.A. T.Yith 't-Jhoi.'l or bm·r does veteran live? 
~'IC'""•p ~:di•* ... <LAL&JlL 
B.. Did -vet·eran 1. Ohoose where to J..:i.-ve 2. Family 
decio.ed ~ 3 .. !.Cutually u";reod"mi)y-·ve-rez:n.n nncl family 
~- .. 4. l\fever an issue ? 
t:s • .. Jl':rl.ll:!.-=t• ~-~~ •hWI ~~~ lt¥161lt ... 
Co Docs vo·teran appear o,.,·l;isfied 1rith prer;ent home? 1. Yes 
2 .. No 3~ O·iiher . 
--s•519!4 -• 6l1Dct .,...• 
D. If vetel"an is not satisfied 1·rith living arr~n~e'7lents, does 
he 1 .. tal~~ about change 2. Look for n.nothor place 
· 3 i'-crl".!l "1°' -"'·lan"' b. 1:roth~11r;o !):-othe~- .. ~a.. ... :! •> ,!,- ..:.._ ·.. ~ ._ .... D -------
-----·0 .-c:J~t~Usd Q; ... 
!.§S~onsibilit;[ Jia1C~t];}2l, ]2te:r.~ 
A.. Does veteran do chorec such as cuttin3 3rnso, shopping: 
runnin3 err~ndfu, payin~ bills~ etc. 1 
If s,ns-:~er is yeG, ~co 1-:rha:li extent? 1~:-
0coc.ssionally,., , _ 3 .. Rarely • 
B.. In 't'rhat other "t-rays does veteran tal~e responsibility in 
the home1 • 
--~·---=-------~----··-~--~·-·------------·-·~m-••-•-------~----·-~---
c .. Does vetern.n come for trentme11t 1. by him.sel:f __ """""_,....,,._, 
'brough·i; by family member_ ... 3. either "T:is.y 
not lt".a.oi"m .. 
2 .. 
4-. 
"'Crn!rrr< w...a=- r 
D.. Do eo vet oran t~ke medic&.t ion? If yes 10 1. does 
he t8.lce it h:tms elf_ ,_ 2.. f'amily give him proper amoun"'c; 
3.. either i·Tay If vet e~'J,n hs s 
~li ty for medication·, ·does he take it regularly? 
1 .. Yes __ 2. No... .'~' 
E. Does vetero..n assume ref.!ponsibility for his r1oney? 1 .. Yes 
F. 
2 • ~1 o T o "t·r.h::.:t ext m1t? 
--------------------
·-.. ·--- w ' ___________ ....,..""""" ___ ~-- ~ -" 
Does veteran pay bos.rd or contribute fl::;,a.ncio.lly to family 
expenses? 1. YeG 2 .. No . If yes, is 9.mount set 
lp veteran ~mily --____ 35 mutually sroed__ _ 
4 ti no·t; knomi -·-·,. If no financial asr.:i..stance, 1·1h;y not? 
..aac :SS:4-
Does 1rete.rn.n attend church? 1 .. Yes 2. No 3 .. no'!:i 
lmo-vm u Why? 1 .. f'amily prc:-:r.:n,U:e_ ~esire 
-'Go go ..... iiimseif"' 3 .. sees no value in it - '+ .. o·ther 
~·l'l)e.L IIIIiS~ 
Docs veteran hav1e 1,. 
family :f'riena.s ...... T-· .. his m·m flmnc1s 2.. mostly 3 .. no friends - ... - .. ~~- • 
-
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·t "'lro ~c .1).t1J:j~ ---,~--- i ty -~·or }J}f.~ ()\ ~:.!. r~:)(;::.L~J. l:l. .. ::'c 
Cloer~ i•n;""':~l;r -.~l·.),...cribc li"~ c; O"J .. t;~_:~ .. , ':"..Cf'·;~;ri~;i~r~. 
I~ veteran Gat 1:::f'icc1 "::-ith hi~ ·~:;.·-::: ;..:.n~ lov~l of rosj:·onc:i.bili ... ~;;;,~ 
1 ~ yer3 2 .. no B:r;lnin 
~......,.,._»~ ~~ . ......,Y' _._. .. _ ~- .. -"'=' 4h .. _,.,-.cr..,..=~ .. ~idl 
Are ·~hesc El;}Tl:tptorcs irrit::ttin3 ·t:;o ""Gho f'::r:!ily o.nc1 diffic1.1lt 
for them to accept? 1 .. yes_ 2 .. 1Jo __ • E;rplain....._ .......... 
§o:r::ily~o intellectual unaerct-:ndil'l.3 of :J!Ol'rt"t.l illneGs 1. 
o·::oelle:rr'G __ ,.. 2. good--·~··· ..... • 3. :fair_........, L~~· poor..,._..,""'_~ 
Doo:-- tl'lo fr:,mi.ly feel r.!'lf'l.mo or n f!Ql18D of nt igr1:1. bocP.use 
veteran is t., men·~.,.l U'"tient'? 1 .. :vcs 2. no • If 
- .... ~~. ~_.n 
·;-on, do they 1. hide fi:>.ct. 2 Q c"-~Cl.i.1.C1e 1nrt! from :tamily 
e:ircle nnt1 soc:lo.l ovcn .. G£ ......... =-3 e try to 1:n1.t hi1"1 out of home 
4. tell Do,tio:nt th"\t-hc nut ·them. in an v.nf'"'.V'Ol"'able 
~mc'"i-:c 1.on -5.. do nothino: - 6. other 
_. ~ -~--~ ~
Is .fo.r~ily over :protoctivG of tiic vetcr.,:'l to the C"~tent o:f 
l.l.!..!l~l:n~ hir.1'? l. ;yen: __ ~ 2., no___,. If yeo, dor!criiJe._ 
Docs tho i'nDily b.rir.r.[') itn influence to be~r in an Ul'l.der-
c·tnndi:nz nanner? l .. yon .... _.___ 2 o no~---· If ycB, def.>cribe 
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~.. Ir: ·;,;:'"~.i·- o, fv.!l:l.l~r ~z!~orc \·~10 ·.·..;:·l,cx·· "'y·~.:o c..n :i.:;:~:~crcst in 
o:2.ch o ~he:.• ~:nd oh3ro cvo:1tr. 'G. l'lt; "'.:!?-:: co~:'~·on? 1. yon 
2 ~ 110 • 'P,y:nlt- i:n ..._.....,_,.,.. u 
i;'D.<QS.~ - ~~~L.~.....:;:I:""~..L-~-
I" :Zu -~b.o \tc'Gor-:-.n o.n equal i.:1cm1Jor :l:n t}1ir; £~ho.ri:nr:;? 1. Jres 
2 :no .. Ex·.-·18-:Ln · ~~ ... '¥ ""'**' " ~- ~r~~~'L'r"\) 
1
• Doe;J .. G11o far:t:l.ly a11:peo,1 ... to !:!CJ .. na::o 1-roll al'ltl llr:' .. nclle 11ro bler.Js 
io 
I 
'w 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
·'> 
easily? 1# yes 2~ no Doocribo 
~~ WCN ;;a;u;Oi&A ~ftlol&.'"a!!-=-· """",_......,_ 
Arc . , ma,j~ito..l .pro blcnm? l. yeo_ 2¥ no~-i;.~,le:rc • if yoo~--.;c...~ ... ,. ~OM...- ...... 
Arc thoro o:lblinr:; :problem.s? 1. yes 2" no • 
"""""""''" 
~
Explain 
Io the veteran involved in tho d·aily .functioning of the 
family in the ce.no sen8e a a other f'nn)ily E:c:mbcrE:'? 1 u yeo 
2 .. no 3. not 1moi;l1 -~ 
~ ~ ~~
C*....... """'~_,...._....,..._ __ ...,.,c,__.,_" ~----"'=,.__,.._  ..,._--~--~~CUU44Cm 
Is the veteran involved in family plan8 such no v~c~tions~ 
nooial ~lanning, or any major decisions ~ffoctinB nll ~om-
bern? 1 w yes 2"' 110 • If yes, to 'l·::ll::d:; extent 1 .. 
o:::cellm:rt_ 2. good-=:: 3.' fair~~""4"--~~- ~ ... ~ poor a 
Is there any cvider.oc t"1a"'G the veterc:.n uses ~:-tis illness 
for special consider~tion 't·J'ithin t.he fr.~mily? 1. ·::lo8_ 
2.. no ... _ , _ • If yeo, ho1·:r io this c1en.onstraJc ad............__~-
Dace the veteran ever .. ,o,'llr or de::11011ct.r':lt.o :tn other n:tys 
that he c1oer.: no·t feel to be D'"'rl of the frmily? 1., yes 
. 2. uo • If ::c:::, e::T.'lo..in 
~~ ~~ ... - ~---~~~~"~ 
tho vc-tor""n 1 s interaction uith 
In who.t i':"n.yo do they feel 
... Did or does tho fanily hel~o veteran find -:-ork by 1~ dis-
cur.m:ll?."~ i:rorlr. 1·:ri"'vh him 2., f.:rt1.'":"'ortinc; nl~cec to c.lJproooh 
.. 3 .. -i;o.ld .. nc; him-tO' job OTl" or'Gunitios Lf ... other 
~~ - -----~ I 5 ~ :no such o.ct i vi ty · er,.....n .. w.J'(' pp: ,.., -~~ . ,,_ __ ..,, ___ ,..., ___ ,_,_ -v-·--..-----Q'.t_, ____ .,. _.._....,..,_ 0 
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If -vetG!.'D-1.1 is 1·rorkinc;, does the f:--tnily encoura··:c 1·ro:rlr'? 1 .. 
;}i"'eo_ 2e no,_ 3 .. Indifferent_ 4. unlcnm·m ___ o 
If veteran is no·t 1·m:rldng does -'chc fnaily e· pect bi1~1 t.o-
uork? 1.. yes 2.. no .. If yes 11 are the~l ho:peful:. 
h 1 -1 -=----0~ n cJnnge? • yeG 2~ no ~ 
- -~ 
Dooo veteran talk about hiG symp.tor.1s or other probl.cms nnd 
ho't'r ·they effect hin ·:~.n -'Ghe fanily anc1 in GT:Jploy;·1011t? 1 o 
yes 2. no ~ 
...,..,_ -
Does he corae to -the· c'linic 1. to 5ain :i.nprove·"'el1t 1.n his 
funotionine;___.._ 2., feels obl:l::;uted to~ 3 .. piclt up 
moc1ic1nc lJ:I) other . 
~~ 11r 'IIMJI'~ M'"' ~~=nr ~ --:s·e .....,.._"'"'-C440!.t'P':tr"Y 
Doeo far.:1ily oce benefit in veters,n 1 c clinic E~,p:p.oint,.,,e.nto 
and treatment? 1. yeo_ 2 .. :no.. E::-::pldi11~ 
--~~,,---------·==-=-~-------===·~~-~M-M------~-------=~--·-·--,~~·-------===~Q 
) 
~ 
I 
5 .. 
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